NOTE: 16mil pre-tinned Phosphorous Bronze
Alloy 510
Alternate Modified LEADTECH Box
SOX-PRSS-6X50X55
Maximum Bend Radius 1/8"
DETAIL:
Cut at edge of tab.
DETAIL:
Cut at edge of tab.
**NOTE:**

* DRILL AND TAP 4-40 THRU 2 HOLES

** DRILL AND TAP 8-32 THRU 2 HOLES

Countersink 0.375" holes 5/64" deep from back side.

Finish with Bright Tin Plating
NOTE:
*DRILL SIZE THEN TAP 4-40 THRU 2 HOLES
**DRILL SIZE THEN TAP 8-32 THRU
FINISH BRIGHT TIN PLATE
Fabrication: Use a blank PCB and transfer punch to mark each hole. Then punch with Rotex.